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Serge (himself!) is back
Synth legend Serge Tcherepnin joins Random*Source as Chief Innovation Officer
Frankfurt, 13 November 2018. Serge Tcherepnin, the inventor of the legendary Serge Modular
synthesizer system and, like Don Buchla, one of the founders of what became famous as the
“Westcoast approach”, has joined the Random*Source team as Chief Innovation Officer with
a focus on developing the 5th generation of the Serge modular synthesizer system.
Serge Tcherepnin is an American composer, musician and electronic mastermind of Russian
and Chinese descent who grew up in France and in Chicago. His first teachers in music
include his father, Alexander Tcherepnin, Nadia Boulanger, Quincy Jones. He fast joined the
musical avant-garde at Harvard, studying with Pierre Boulez and meeting Henry Flynt and
other FLUXUS musicians, and some of the ONCE FESTIVAL group of composers, among
which Gordon Mumma whose electronics were an early influence. Returning to Europe, he
worked at the Studio di Fonologia in Milan and the BBC's Radiophonic Workshop where he
became friends with Delia Derbyshire, while giving concerts with Irmin Schmidt, Jon Hassel,
Katerina Krimsky, in Germany. Now back in the USA, he became known for designing unusual
electronic devices for musicians like his brother, Ivan Tcherepnin, Maryanne Amacher, Mort
Subotnick, Charlemagne Palestine, Kevin Braheny and Malcom Cecil. In '70 he joined the
music faculty at Cal-Arts with the express goal of researching the uses of electronics for
music. It's there he developed the idea and design of the first “Serge” modules and started
his company, Serge Modular Music Systems, in Hollywood, in 1975.
Joining the R*S team will allow Serge to lead the development of a number of new and
previously unreleased Serge ideas and designs. As Serge states: “I’m excited to work
even more closely with Ralf and the Random*Source team as we share the tech
savviness, obsession with quality and constant urge to push limits further. The main
goal is to expand the range of modules and sub-modules that lend themselves to
being "patch-programmed" in unusual and unforeseen ways, thus to add to and
expand musicians' studio synthesizers way past standard synth configurations. I’d
like to see the Serge system to grow wide and large, modules all talking to each
other, whether they originated in my Hollywood lair in '75, or in the '80s on Haight
Street, or now, coming from Random*Source.“
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About Random*Source
Random*Source is a project founded by Ralf Hoffmann near Frankfurt, Germany, with a
mission to carry on and further develop and extend the work of synth pioneers Serge
Tcherepnin and Jürgen Haible. Since 2015 Random*Source has been working in close
cooperation with Serge on a new generation of the Serge system. Using high-end parts and
components, SMD technology and modern production methods allowed to improve audio
performance significantly and develop more compact, slimmer modules and systems.
Together with Serge, Random*Source also faithfully translated the Serge range from its original
(“4U”) format to the eurorack format – using identical circuits and sticking strictly to the unique
user interface of the Serge system, the “Serge grid”. Latest offspring of that collaboration is
the New Ring modulator which Serge designed for Random*Source in 2017.
Contact:
Ralf Hoffmann
pr@randomsource.net
https://randomsource.net/
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